The response of small-grained metals to mechanical stress is investigated by a theoretical study of the elementary mechanisms occurring during the shear-coupled migration of grain boundaries (GB). Investigating a model 17(410) GB in a copper bicrystal, both 110 and 100 GB migration modes are studied focusing on both the structural and energetic characteristics. The minimum energy paths of these shear-coupled GB migrations are computed using the nudge elastic band method. For both modes, the GB migration occurs through the nucleation and motion of disconnections. However, the atomic mechanisms of both modes qualitatively differ: While the 110 mode presents no metastable state, the 100 mode shows multiple metastable states, some of them evidencing some kinks along the disconnection lines. Disconnection kinks nucleation and motion activation energies are evaluated. Besides, the activation energies of the 100 mode are smaller than those of the 110 one except for very high stresses. These results significantly improve our knowledge of the GB migration mechanisms and the conditions under which they occur.
I. INTRODUCTION
The plastic properties of metals are usually driven by the mobility of dislocations. However, recent experiments have shown that under specific conditions (dislocation depletion, nanocrystalline materials, bicrystal...), grain boundaries (GBs) can themselves participate in plastic deformation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Among the possible GB-based mechanisms, the shearcoupled GB migration is especially efficient compared to other mechanisms [6] : The GB migration over a distance m is accompanied by the relative in-plane translation d of the two grains forming the GB. The coupling factor β = d m characterizes this migration. Despite experimental investigations [7] [8] [9] and recent theoretical studies [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , the details of the shear-coupled migration mechanisms remain poorly known.
Analytical models for coherent tilt boundaries provide quantitative values for the coupling factor β as a function of the misorientation angle θ of the GB [17, 18] . Especially, [001] symmetric tilt GBs in FCC crystals can shear couple along two modes, the 100 and 110 modes, having, respectively, a positive and a negative coupling factor. These two modes, observed experimentally [7] , have been generally studied by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations performed on Cu bicrystals at different temperatures: Whereas high-angle GB (θ 35
• ) migrate following the 110 mode whatever the temperature, low-angle GB (θ 35
• ), respectively, migrate under the 100 and 110 modes at high and low temperatures [10, 19] .
This paper aims at understanding how small-grained metals respond to mechanical stress and more precisely at clarifying the change in the shear coupling mode of a low-angle GB as a function of temperature. We study the competition between the 100 and 110 modes, examining their structural and energetic characteristics. The conditions under which one mechanism is favored over the other are precised. Beyond * nicolas.combe@cemes.fr that, this paper evidences not only the role of disconnection in the GB migration but also the existence and the role of kinks along disconnections.
Section II describes the system under study and the simulations methods. Section III investigates the elementary mechanisms of the 100 and 110 GB migration modes. Finally, in Sec. IV, comparing the activation energies for both GB migration modes, the conditions under which one mechanism is favored over the other are detailed. Section V concludes this paper.
II. SIMULATION METHOD
A comparative study of low-angle GBs with different orientation angles and in different materials is beyond our current computing possibilies. The shear coupled migration of the 17(410) GB is investigated in a Cu bicrystal model using the MD simulation package LAMMPS [20] with an embeddedatom method potential [21] . The low-angle 17(410) GB has been chosen because it migrates following the 100 and 110 modes at high and low temperature, respectively [10] . The simulation cell displayed in Fig. 1(a) contains two symmetric grains of a perfect FCC copper crystal disorientated relative to each other by a 28.07
• angle around the [001] direction. The formation of a symmetric coincident site lattice (CSL) tilt boundary 17(410) results at the interface. The equilibrium configuration of this GB already reported in the literature [10] is shown in Fig. 1(b) and displays characteristic equilibrium structural units. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the [140] (y axis) and [001] (z axis) directions. Throughout the paper, crystal axes are given using the grain 1 lattice orientation. The simulation cell x (x direction along [410]), y, and z sizes are, respectively, 10.7 nm, 11.8 nm, and 1.4 nm, and the cell contains 15 680 atoms. The characteristics of larger cells used for the study of disconnection kinks in Sec. III B will be given later. The atoms of two 1.6-nm-thick slabs at the top and bottom of the cell [see Fig. 1 a shear stress on the GB. Shear stresses are calculated using the virial stress tensor [22] .
In order to study and compare the 110 and 100 modes, Shear stress (GPa)
Shear displacement (nm) At d = 0.294 nm, the MEP for the 110 mode has been successfully calculated and will be thus reported in Fig. 8 , but despite numerous efforts, the 100 mode calculation did not converge.
III. ELEMENTARY MECHANISMS OF THE GB MIGRATION MODES
Below, we analyze the 110 and 100 modes GB migration MEPs for d = 0, representative MEPs among calculated ones. Elementary mechanisms of the 110 and 100 modes are revealed. The occurrence of both 110 and 100 mode will be considered in Sec. IV through the computation of their activation energies as a function of the SD d.
A. Mode 110
The evaluation of the MEP following the 110 mode has been performed using 80 NEB images in the NEB method. Fig. 3 ) and (b) the 100 mode MEP for RC = 0.421 (red triangle in Fig. 3) . A horizontal line designs the initial position of the GB. The insets display a zoom on a disconnection and schematically report the main moving atoms (green circles). The black solid and blue dashed (in the insets) lines join atomic rows forming the structural units before and after the disconnection motion.
Examining the configurations along the MEP, the motion of the disconnection essentially results from the coordinated displacement of atoms in a region extending over 1.5 nm around the disconnection. The rotation of three atomic rows [central green triangle in the inset of Fig. 4(a) ] around the [001] axis induces the downward displacement of the structural unit and thus the motion of the disconnection. Besides, the structural units aside from the disconnection slightly distorts through the rotation (around the [001] axis) of two sets of three atomic rows [left and right green triangles in the inset of Fig. 4(a) ]. Note that a careful analysis of the successive atomic configuration along the MEP does not show any atomic displacement along the [001] direction.
B. Mode 100
The convergence of the NEB calculations for the MEP following the 100 mode is computationally demanding. For each SD d, the overall MEP results from about a dozen NEB simulations involving 60 to 80 NEB images performed between prebuilt intermediate metastable configurations used as initial and final states in the NEB method. These intermediate configurations are designed from an appropriate mixing between the initial and final configurations and are similar to the type A metastable state (TAMS) described below. For each of these NEB calculations, NEB images are initialized with interpolate configurations between the initial and final states. Figure 3 reports the MEP between the configurations i(0) and f 100 (0) as a function of the reaction coordinate (RC) and involves an overall total of 800 NEB images. Examining atomic configurations along the MEP, the 100 mode GB migration occurs through the nucleation and the motion of two disconnections. In addition, the MEP shows numerous metastable states that can be classified in two types: the type A metastable states (TAMS) (vertical dashed lines in Fig. 3 ) present two straight line disconnections (along the [001] direction); the type B metastable states (TBMS) present some kinks along the disconnections lines. We below first describe the straight line disconnection (TAMS) and their migration mechanism as seen along the [001] axes and then the disconnection kinks (TBMS) structure and migrations. Fig. 3 . Figure 6 reports the accurate NEB calculations performed between two TAMS RC = 0.421 and RC = 0.471 (red triangle and circle of Fig. 3) in the large simulation cell. The ordinate E of Fig. 6 states for the difference between the total energy of the bicrystal along the MEP and its energy for RC = 0.421.
The disconnection motion occurs through the nucleation of two disconnection kinks and their further motions in the opposite [001] direction. The nucleation energy E kink nucleation = 0.30 eV of two disconnection kinks is determined from Fig. 6 as in Ref. [24] . Analyzing Fig. 6 , the migration energy barriers of the k1 (from RC = 0.441 to 0.445) and k2 (from RC = 0.445 to 0.448) kinks are 0.31 eV and 0.04 eV. Both k1 and k2 kinks motions are mainly induced by a similar displacement of two atoms (respectively, green and blue circled atoms in Fig. 7 and insets) close to the disconnection kinks. Especially, the lower atoms shift by half a lattice parameter in the [001] direction, in agreement with observations reported above on the migration mechanisms of TAMS. The opposite directions of these displacements with respect to the disconnection kink orientations explain the difference in their activation energies.
Note however that since the NEB method is supposed to provide the minimum energy path and since the k2 migration energy barrier is almost eight times smaller than the k1 one, one would expect the NEB method to provide a MEP involving only k2 kink motions (energetically cheaper than k1 motions). However, the results of Fig. 6 involve both k1 and k2 motion: Actually, the prebuilt intermediate states used to initialize the NEB images that involve the presence and the motion in the opposite direction of disconnection kinks influence the convergence of the NEB method towards a "metastable" energy path. Results of Fig. 6 remain, however, highly relevant to evidence the k1 and k2 kink motions.
IV. COMPETITION BETWEEN THE 110 AND 100 MODES
To compare the 110 and 100 modes, the GB migration activation energies E act 110 and E act 100 , defined as the difference between the highest reached energies along the MEP and the initial one (RC = 0), are computed as a function of the SD in the small simulation cell (z size = 1.4 nm). Calculations in the large simulation cell require heavy computational efforts reasonably not generalizable to all calculated MEPs. Although, since the disconnection nucleation dominates the GB migration activation energy, our calculations give a relevant picture of the modes competition. The activation energies E act 110 and E act 100 reported in Fig. 8 are decreasing functions of the SD d: an Akima spline interpolation is used between and beyond the calculated points [25] . For d 0.28 nm ( ), the 100 mode activation energy is smaller (higher) than the 110 mode's one. The cancellation of the activation energy E act 110 as interpolated occurs for d = 0.318 nm in agreement with the 110 mode GB migration at 0 K at d = 0.314 nm (Fig. 2) .
The probabilities per unit time that the GB migrates following the 110 and 100 are a function of the activation energies:
where ν 0 and ν 0 are roughly the Debye frequency. Hence, in a prefect bicrystal, increasingly shearing the GB at low for d 0.318 nm, the mode 100 has a larger probability to occur. Between these two regimes, at intermediate temperatures, both GB migration modes can jointly occur if the GB migrates for SD close to the activation energies crossing (d 0.28 nm). These predictions agree with MD simulations of GB migrations at constant shear velocity in model bicrystals [10] .
In a realistic polycrystalline material, the homogeneous disconnection nucleation as studied from perfect bicrystals in this study may presumably play a role, but one also expects the inhomogeneous nucleation of disconnections at triple lines [26] or from the interactions between bulk dislocations and GB [3] . Therefore, in addition to the GB migration activation energies, the disconnection kink nucleation energy barriers constitute relevant data for experiments providing noticeably the temperature dependence of the disconnection mobility. Though we are not aware of disconnection mobility measurements, observations of disconnections motions have already been reported [27] .
V. CONCLUSION
Both 110 and 100 GB migration modes of the 17(410) GB in a copper bicrystal have been theoretically studied. For both modes, GB migration occurs through the nucleation and motion of disconnections, suggesting that this mechanism, already evidenced for a 13(320) GB [24] , is general in shear-coupled GB migration. However, the detailed GB migration mechanisms can significantly vary: For the 17(410) GB, whereas the 110 mode has no metastable state, the 100 mode MEP presents multiple metastable states, some of them evidencing some kinks along the disconnection lines. The presence of metastable states has been presumably related to the norm of the disconnection Burgers vector. Examining the 100 mode, the kink disconnection nucleation and migration energies have been evaluated providing valuable data for experiments, in which inhomogeneous disconnections nucleation is expected. Besides, investigating the competition between both GB modes through homogeneous disconnections nucleation, the activation energies of the 100 mode have been shown to be smaller than those of the 110 one except for very high stresses (d > 0.28 nm in our case), in agreement with MD simulations on model bicrystal. These results significantly improve our knowledge on the GB migrations mechanisms and on the conditions under which they occur. To go beyond, getting closer to real materials, the present work needs to be extended to study the migration of asymmetric GB and the inhomogeneous nucleation of disconnections at triple lines in polycrystals [26] or from the interaction between dislocations and GB.
